






some extras to consider:

the subject of the illustration/design

the desired use

dimensions required

colour palettes

colour profile - RGB or CMYK

required file type

whether you need a vector or raster file

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

This includes:

if its a character, what sort of position are 

they in? are they holding something?

what are they wearing? what sort of emotion 

are they portraying?

feel free to send over any reference images 

you feel will help explain your brief.

once briefed the next stage is to produce a 

“scamp” (rough) illustration.  this gives a good 

indication of the final design but is also a 

chance to make any changes you might want. 

i continue to make changes to the scamp 

until you are happy to approve.

rough stage - “scamps”

the final linework is drawn up, rendered 

with colour and sent your way for approval. 

at this stage only minor amendments can be 

made to things such as colour. once you are 

200% happy with the artwork i then send 

over the required file types to your fine 

self and the job’s a goodun! 

final stage

Firstly it’s important to establish your needs 

and understand what the illustration(s) is for. So 

a small brief is required, nothing too fancy, but 

just a little info to get me started.

it starts with you

not sure what some of the stuff on 

this page means? see nerdy design 

terms on page 12

confused? do not fear!
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From rough to hot stuff



there are a variety of projects that we can collaborate 

on including the following:

what i need to know to get to work
Is it for print or web?

What size is the final artwork?

If print, is it single or double sided, landscape or portrait?

what copy/information needs to be presented

Are there any images/logos that need to be included?

do you have a specific colour palette in mind?

are there any templates (product/packaging)?

are there any special print requirements/finishes?

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

top tip for copy
please remember when 

writing copy not to over 

do it with the word count. 

keep in mind the final size 

of the document and that 

you will need space for 

some imagery and a clear 

call to action.

the process
you will be presented with a 

couple of initial ideas. having 

chosen your favourite concept 

or parts of a few, i make 

amendments to the design until 

you are happy as pie. 

flyer design

brochure design

business stationery

large format print

packaging design

vinyl window graphic design

social media content

and more...

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

i often send a few colourways

confused by anything above? turn to page 12
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so this is where the fun starts...

FUN FACT : The Average 

time it takes for me to 

design a logo is 6-12 hours. 

the more thorough the 

brief - the less 

time it takes.

i absorb all of the information given to me in your brief and use 

my grey matter to take you on a visual creative journey until 

we discover your brands identity. this process begins with initial 

ideation, followed by development of the ideas that you like 

until we arrive at a logo design that you absolutely love!

AT EACH STAGE OF THE PROCESS YOU WILL BE PRESENTED WITH STORYBOARDS. 

Here are some example storyboards from previous branding projects 

to show you what you can expect to see whilst working with me. 

storyboards
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Not written a brief before? Do not worry!

see my hints & tips guide ON PAGE 15



seen a piece of artwork from my extensive back 

catalogue that you absolutely love and want to use it 

on a product? that’s awesome!

I am happy to license my artwork to you for a royalty 

payment per sale. this is normally a percentage that 

we agree to and depends on the product itself and 

its rrp. royalties are either paid monthly or quarterly, 

which ever we agree on.

licensing

just because...
“super smart, super creative, super efficient and super 

client focused. what’s not to like about katie? a truly 

talented individual who brings dreams to life!” 

june cory, my mustard

“Katie is an amazing artist and person, she immediately 

understood what I wanted and created fantastic work.  I 

highly recommend choosing her products and illustrations, 

you won’t regret it!”

debora grazioli, gd color

“Katie was an absolute pleasure 

to work with, not to mention the 

fantastic work that she’s produced 

for us. She is exceptionally talented, 

and gets the job done in a very 

short-time frame. I will definitely 

be going back to her in the future 

for more illustrative/design work. 

Would highly, highly recommend!”

laura day, vanarama
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a helpful page explaining a few of the technical terms I WILL PROBABLY use whilst we work 

together. 

file types

for print ( cmyk )

.jpeg .tiff .pdf .eps

for web ( rgb )

.png . svg .gif

colour modes

rgb - web cmyk - print

RASTER

MADE FROM

PIXELS

INFINITELY 

SCALEABLE

VECTOR bleed and tick marks

when producing artwork for print it is 

necessary to include a bleed area so that 

colours can be printed right to the edge 

of the item. tick marks are found in each 

corner of the artwork and indicate where 

it will be trimmed to.

these are special ink colours that ensure  

consistent colour matching and precision. 

brands will often have specific pantone 

colours for logos and brand colours.

pantone colours

copyright to all artwork remains with the 

creator unless purchased outright. however 

if i have designed something for a client, I 

would not resell/reuse this artwork.

copyright
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What is a logo? 
“The signature of your brand”

what makes a logo?

A logo can be an icon, typography or both.

What makes a good logo?
Simplicity

Relevance

Memorability

Timelessness

versatility

*

*

*

*

*

What is a brand?

The overall and consistent aesthetic and vibe 

of your business, how you visually present 

your business to the world. It speaks for your 

personality in a visual language.

where will my brand be seen?

why is this important to me?
having a strong and consistent brand is key to success in your marketplace. your brand is the 

visual language in which you communicate and are recognised by. it’s what makes you stand out 

like a flamingo in a flock of pigeons.

your website

social media

marketing

packaging

products

*

*

*

*

*

how do we start?
first things first you need to write a brief. if you haven’t written one before there 

are some helpful tips on the next page, if you’ve written one already, check to see if 

you’ve missed anything.

this website 

design won 

an award in 

2017!
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what is your business and what do you do? 

Are you a product or a service? how do 

you supply this product or service to your 

customers? Are you B2B or B2C?

what are your businesses core values?

what is your unique selling point? What gives 

you your competitive edge?

who are your customers? what is their 

demographic? what are their aspirations and 

lifestyle choices?

who are your competitors? What makes them 

successful? what makes you different?

business & customer specific 

questions

What colours reflect your brand? 

(bright, pastel, vintage, neon, primary)

what represents your business/you? is it an icon, 

a shape, an emotion, an object etc,

What will your logo be used for? Think about 

the different applications of your logo...  

logo/brand specific questionsa brief is super important to help direct my 

creativity, so take your time and answer the 

following questions. bullet points are fine!

A mood board is a great way to communicate visual ideas and an overall aesthetic. It is a visual 

answer to the questions laid out in the brief. A collection of images, colour palettes, lettering 

styles, iconography and anything visual that communicates the general feeling of the aesthetic 

you are aiming for. A mood board is a great tool for direction and a way of ensuring that I have 

understood your needs before I even begin coming up with ideas and concepts. This doesn’t have 

to be a perfectly laid out collage but can be a collection of reference images.

As a visual person, the more visual 

information and direction I am given the 

more efficient I am with creativity and 

time. a mood board will really help To 

get the best out of me.

an example mood board

'the marmite’
“Your likes and dislikes”

Love it or hate it, I need to 

know because even though you 

love my style I could serve 

you a dish that tastes gross. 

So please tell me what you like. including 

examples of other logos, fonts/lettering styles 

you like, colour palettes you like. similarly 

tell me what to avoid at all costs. fonts you 

hate, colour combinations that make you feel 

sick, logos you hate, things that you really don’t 

want to see.
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